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An inequality by Bombieri and Davenport is generalized to arbitrary algebraic 
number fields of finite degree over the rationals. Employing an identity due to 
Montgomery this inequality is applied to obtain upper estimates for prime 
numbers in parallelepipeds and to give a generalization of the Brun-Titchmarsh 
theorem to number fields. 
1. Bombieri and Davenport proved the following form of the 
large sieve [l]: Let x, ,..., xR be real numbers satisfying 
y& 11 xj - xk I/ = 6 o<a<q, //XII = minlx--ml m 
where m runs through all integers. Let M be an integer and N be a positive 
integer; then we attach arbitrary complex numbers a, to all integers m 
withM+l <m<M+Nanddefine 
Then 
w  = 1 4&d, e(y) = e2niy. 
M+l<m=GM+N 
$ I XxJ12 < (N1jZ + 8-l’2)2 c I am 12. (1) 
M+l+mIM +N 
Inequality (1) was generalized to algebraic number fields K of degree n 
over the field Q of rational numbers by Huxley [2]. In his paper the 
integers m with M + 1 < m < M + N are replaced by the following 
algebraic integers w  E K: Let w1 ,..., w, denote a basis of the integers of K, 
choose those algebraic integers 
w  = g,wl + ... + g,w, , g, ,..., g, rational integers, 
for which holds: 
Mk -k 1 < g, < Mk + Nk , Mk an integer, Nk a positive integer, k = l,..., n. 
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Complex numbers a(g, ,..., g,J are attached to these algebraic integers w  
which means that the “weights” a(g, ,..., g,) corresponding to each o 
depend on the chosen basis. 
In view of Montgomery’s paper [3], in which he obtains estimates of 
the Brun-Selberg sieve type as special cases of large sieve results, the 
following generalization of (1) might be of some interest: We replace 
the integers m with M + 1 < m < M + N by algebraic integers w  E K 
lying in domains which do not necessarily depend on a special integer 
basis of K; for example, certain parallelotopes independent of a basis 
will be chosen for a generalization of the Brun-Titchmarsh theorem to 
number fields. 
In this connection Samandarov’s paper [7] should be mentioned; 
Samandarov generalizes another one of Bombieri’s inequalities to number 
fields. 
We prove the following results: 
Let U be a bounded subset of the space R’1 x Pa (rl + 2r, = n) 
where R denotes the real, C the complex numbers. Elements v E K can be 
considered as points of this space by representing them by their conjugates 
v(I), I = I,..., n: v = (v(l) ,..., vtn)) where as usual the first r, conjugates 
are the real, the 2r, remaining conjugates are the complex conjugates 
satisfying 
v(l) = vcr2+zl > I = rl + l,..., r, + r2. 
For our purposes we shall only consider points x = (x(l),..., Pi) of the 
above space which are restricted by 
-p = x(7z+c) , I = rl + l,..., rl + r2. 
By f we denote an integral ideal of the field K which will be kept fixed 
throughout the paper; b is the different of K, d its discriminant; especially, 
we have: Nb = I d 1. For a point x we define 
[I x ]I = min 
0 ( 
i 1 xof - 
Z=l 
wu) ,y 
where w  runs through all elements of the ideal & . We attach arbitrary 
complex weights a, to all algebraic integers v E K which satisfy: v E U, r/v. 
With 
T(ax) = i ,&)xu) 
l=l 
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for a point x of the above space and OL E K we define 
S(x(l) ,..., x(“)) = S(x) = C a,e(T(vx)). 
YEU 
flv 
Then we have 
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(3) 
THEOREM 1. Let 
/ 
max 1 v(l) 1 9 I= 1 ,***, r1 , 
d/n Uz = dz max 1 Re II(~) j, 1 = r, + l,..., rl + r2, 
dZmax 1 Im y(l) I, 1 = rl + r2 + l,..., n, 
where the maximum is taken over all algebraic integers v E K satisfying 
v e U, f / v. Let x1 ,..., xR E R’1 x C?*a be given such that 
yj II xi - Xk II 2 6 > 0, j, k = l,..., R. (4) 
Then, with 
20 = 1 I a, I2 (5) usu.tlv 
if the following inequalities are satisfied: 
u, > cp, 1 = l,..., n, c, = 2(7r - 2)-2. (6) 
Using a slightly modified form of Theorem 1 and Montgomery’s 
identity we obtain the following application: 
THEOREM 6. Let f be an integral ideal of the field K, let /3 E K denote 
an integer with @, r) = 1. Let M, ,..., M,I denote nonnegative, PI ,..., P, 
positive real numbers with P, = P1+72 , 1 = r, + I,..., rl + r2 , and 
P = PI **a P, . Consider the number B of integers w E K subject to the 
conditions: 
w s #I (mod f), (w) a prime ideal 
M, Q o(t) < M, + P 1’ 1 = l,..., rl 
I JZ) I < p, , I = r, + I,..., n. 
UN 
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then we have: 
r1 + rZ - 1, (8) 
0 ((log $j-l’n) 1. 
The implied O-constant depends on K only and is independent of the ideal E; 
aK is the residue of Dedekind’s zeta function belonging to the field K. 
Tt should be pointed out that the estimate for the number B does not 
depend on MI ,..., M,., . Two cases are of a special interest: 
f = (1) for arbitrary fields K: Then we have an estimate for the number 
of all prime numbers satisfying (7b). This estimate can be considered as 
an extension to number fields of Selberg’s estimate 
rr(M+P)-rr(M)<2++ 
(2 + c) log log P 
log P log P i ’ 
E > 0, P 3 PO(C). 
f arbitrary, K real quadratic, MI = M, = 0: Applying 
cu, 1 &if / = ~-~2~427r)Q hR* 
(W the number of roots of unity, h the class number in the widest sense, 
R* the regulator of the field K) we deduct from the general result: 
B<J- 
P 
hlogv 
P(f) log -g 
(1 + O((log P/Nf)-‘q (9) 
where 7 > 1 is a fundamental unit of K. Estimate (9) should be compared 
with Rademacher’s asymptotic relation for B ([5], [6]): 
1 1 log P p 
B = 5 h log 7 v(f) s 
dt ___- ___ + o(pe-c~iGF), 
2 (1% tj2 
P>2 (10) 
where the implied O-constant depends on the ideal f. Expanding the 
integral in (10) it becomes obvious that the leading term in (9) differs 
by a factor 2 only from the leading term in (10). The proof of (10) requires 
deep results about Hecke’s zeta functions with Groessencharacters. 
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2. DEFINITION 1. LetabeanidealofthefieldK,leta(z’,Z= l,...,n 
be its conjugate ideals. Two points x, y E R’1 x C272 (subject to the 
restriction mentioned in 1.) are called “incongruent mod a” if 
xu) -- y(l) $ a(l) holds for at least one coordinate I. Hence, two numbers 
OL, /3 ~5 K are incongruent mod a if 01 - /3 $ a. 
LEMMA 1. Let q, t be integral ideals of the$eld K with t I q. Let pO E K 
denote a jixed number such that (p,,) fb has denominator q. Suppose that 
the integers y E K run through a complete residue system mod q such that 
(7, q) = t holds. Then the numbers p = yp,, run Pugh a complete system 
of numbers which are pairwise incongruent mod E with the property: (p) fb 
has denominator t . 
The proof is well known. We obtain as a consequence of Lemma 1: 
COROLLARY. ;1 complete system of numbers p E K which are pairwise 
incongruent mod - with (p) fb of denominator q consists of p(q) elements. 
fb 
Remark. It would have been possible to express the results of Lemma 1 
in a more elegant form by using the notion of an “ideal number” which 
was introduced by Hecke. Because the use of ideal numbers is not 
required later we did not introduce it at all. 
DE~FINITION 2. By &modq) .** we indicate a sum over numbers p E K 
which run through a complete system of elements which are pairwise 
incongruent mod 1 such that (p)fb has denominator q. Such a sum 
f b 
contains y(q) elements by the previous corollary. 
LEMMA 2. The sum Chmo~,q I s(pY [Eq. (3)l d oes not depend on the 
special system p. 
Proof. Let u E $, v E K with I [ v; then T(v(p + u)) = T(vp) + T(vo); 
because of vu E i T(vu) is a rational integer. Hence, if p1 - pz E &, 
f 1 v we have: e(T(vp3) = e(T(vp.J), and this implies S(pI) = S(p,). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3. Let Z = Cv.U,t,v a, . Let q be an integral ideal of the 
field K and ,8 E K be an integer; then put 
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LEMMA 3. Let p denote a prime ideal of K such that p r f. Then 
c’ 
&nodP) 
Prooj: 
C’ 
c4modP) 
v.nsu U.UGU 
f[Y.flU flv.flu 
v--u(modP) v+u(modP) 
because the inner sum equals iVp - 1 if p / (v - p) 
and equals - 1 if p 7 (v - p), 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4 (Montgomery). Let q denote an integral ideal of thejield K 
with (q, f) = 1. Then 
.lj& I WI2 = Ns c 1 c $$ Z (+- 9 B)j2- 
B(modq) tpl 
fIfJ 
Proof. (1) Choose u E K such that (u) fb has denominator b with b / q. 
Then 
atmodq) YEU.f Iv 
fl” v=-rr(modqJ 
since T((v - a) u) is a rational integer because 
(l.J - or)(u)b = (v - a) ; 
is integral. 
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(2) Choose pO E K such that @,,) fb has denominator q; let /I E K be 
an integer with f 1 /I: 
since 
(a - #wLl)~ = (a - PI ; 
is integral iff a = /3 (mod q). We also have: 
y(m;dq, S(m) d-VPmJ) = C Z’ Xf) e(-VPf)) 
tjq o(modq/t) 
because of Lemma 1 
= ; i- (+, a) = ; W 8>, 
T(a, IO = 1’ S(f) 4- TGW. 
Amoda) 
These two computations yield: 
and, therefore, because of 
T(q, l-9 = j’fq g $ Z (+ 9 8) 
(3) We also have: 
Nmodq) 
c 1 T(% p)I” = c’ 
o.o(modq) 
S@) S(o) 6czdq, @(a - p)B) 
w fP 
= m c’ I %f)12. 
Amodq) 
Together with the last equation of (2) this proves the lemma. 
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Let R points xj = (xi’),..., xi”)) E R’1 ;L Pa be given satisfying the 
condition mentioned in 1: 
__- 
xi,l) = X(At““) 
1 3 - 3 
1 = t-1 -y- l,..., l-1 + Y2 . 
Suppose that holds [Eq. (2)]: 
We restrict 6 to the interval 
1 0<6<-. z/‘i 
2 (Nf I d I)“” . (12) 
The upper bound for 6 is justified because we certainly have that 
where the minimum is taken over all numbers w E k , w f 0. Applying 
the lemma about the arithmetic-geometric mean we obtain 
1 
Furthermore, 1 NW I 3 N(fb) because of w # 0, w E $n , and, therefore, 
which leads to (12). 
Our goal is to find an upper estimate of the sum CrS1 I S(xj)12 which 
extends estimate (1) of this sum in the rational case. For this purpose we 
introduce a real-valued function #(x(l),..., xc@) = $(x) with the properties: 
(1) $(x) = #(-x), #(x + w) = #J(X) for every w E & ; 
(2) let w1 ,..., w, denote a basis of the ideal k, and let F be a 
fundamental parallelotop given by 
x(z) = ulw~z’ + .  .  .  + u w(z), 
12 A 
--l/2 < uz < 112, I = l,..., n; 
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then we require #(x) = 0 for those points of F which lie outside of the 
parallelotop 
1 x(Z) / < a/2 d/n, I = l,..., r, 
I Re xtz) 1, I Imx”) I < 6/2 d2n, 1 = rl + l,..., rl + r2 ; 
(3) for v E U, f I v 
where 
d" = j Y" j #(y) e(T(vy)) du f 0 
-l/2 
du = du, --* du, , y’l’ = UpJ;~) + *** + u n co;), I = l,..., It. 
Define 
E(x(l’,..., xc”)) = E(x) = 1 a”d;le(T(vx)). 
VSU.flU 
Then we get for fixed x because of #(y) = #(-y): 
112 I s -1,; #(Y> E(x - Y> du = W. 
We introduce new variables zz by 
k=l 
I = l,..., rl 
zz = i uk Re(ojc”) 
k=l 
, I = rl + l,..., r, 
w  Lz+rZ = i uk Im(wjcl)) 
k=l / 
we obtain for the Jacobian of (14): 
+ 
(13) 
r2 ; 
(14) 
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then (13), (14), and property (2) of the function J/ furnish: 
where dz = dz, *.* dz, and, as usual, 
e, E.z v for 1 = l,..., y1 (2 for 1 = rl f I,..., n. 
Apply Cauchy’s inequality to the right-hand side of the last equation. 
Taking into account the meaning of 6 [Eq. (I l)] and reversing the change 
of variables (14) in the second integral we finally obtain: 
The second integral can be easily evaluated: 
I s “” I E(yY du = c -112 veU.flv I a, I2 I dv l-2 < Zci $I$ 4 I)-” 
[cf.(5)]. Put 
D=n$ -a- 
flv 
l ss 
4*(z) e(dl)zl + --a + W(Z,,+,, - iz,)) dz /, (15) 
lZ,[S6/2deyn 
then,, 
Proof of Theorem 1. We apply a method which is analogous to the one 
given by Bombieri and Davenport in [l]. Therefore, we must Bnd a 
function 4*(z) such that the right-hand side of (16) becomes as small 
as possible. Let hr > U,S, 1 = l,..., n, denote a parameter which is chosen 
suitably at the end of the proof. Define 
( 
2 de,n n sin 77X, - zr 
16*(z) = I-I 
6 1 
--- if I = I,..., n; 
z-1 2 z/w 
I zz I G *, 
--$--- zz 
Z 
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let /J*(Z) = 0 outside of this parallelotop and be otherwise chosen such 
that the corresponding function 4(x) satisfies the periodicity required in 
property (1). 
(a) Estimation of the integral 
2&c 
J = j-, - j- ) (G*(z)l” dz = fi j 
sin2 7~h~ -----z ( 
-’ 
) 
’ dz 
2 ’ * 1 Z=l IZrl<d/2d\/ern 
( 
2 l/e,n 
___ zz 6 1 
Abbreviating the factors on the right-hand side by J1 we have: 
Jl = z /‘“’ y dt < f . -J^& 
I 0 Z 
because of 
Therefore, 
’ A, “. A, . (17) 
(b) We now consider the integral corresponding to the numbers d, : 
x e(v(l)z, + a** + W(z T1+r2 - iz,)) dz 
( 
2&z- sin 7rh, -----z 
2 z 
1 
( --g---- 2 l/w
cos(2rezv*(z)zz) dzl , 
zz 1
! 
v(z) 
v*fZ) = Re v(Z): 
I = l,..., I1 
I = rl + l,..., rl + r2 
Im vCz), I = r, + r2 + l,..., n. 
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Abbreviating the factors on the right-hand side by 1,(v) we have: 
gz(v) = ($)1’2 v*(z), I = I)...) n. 
Since 
s =?!!$jt=$, 0 t I,“+ / dt <+ for x>O (see PII * 
it follows: 
lrs 
%zqF I 
l- a 7T2(hz2 - Uz2S2) f- 
Therefore, 
I(v) > 242 (-$j% 5 (1 - 2hz 
7T2(Az2 - Uz2S2) 
) (18) 
independent of v. 
(c) Combining estimates (17) and (18) we obtain from (16): 
It remains to choose h, > U,6 such that the right-hand side is minimized. 
Put 
yz = (2U,6)1/2, ys = (TYZ - 1)-l, AZ = U&l + yz)2, I = l,..., n. 
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Then,, 
2h 
7r2(h,2 - U32) < yz 
and, therefore, 
2h, I 1 2x1 
-2 
YzYl + Yzj2 - = 
7f2(hz2 - U,W) 
1 < 
(1 - Yz12 
( yz + 2y,Aj2. 
1 - Yz 
36 
1 
Trz 1 26-l 
< 1 iff f-J2 3 (T _ 2j2 , I = l,..., n. 
This proves Theorem I. 
We did not make any special assumption about the point set U. But it 
is obvious that the estimates of Theorem 1 are not of great interest if 
for instance U is a ball or a parallelotop with a center distinct from the 
origin. In these cases it is possible to get better results. The following 
theorem may serve as an example. 
THEOREM 2. Let Ml ,..., M,., be arbitrary real, PI ,..., P,, positive 
numbers with P, = Pz+T2 , I = rl + l,..., rI + r2 ; let x = (x(l) ,..., x(%)) 
with 
xtz) =: Mz + &P, , I = l,..., rl , x”) = x~+~z), I = r, + l,..., rl + r2. 
We choose the following parallelotop as set U: 
Ml < x(Z) < Ml + Pz ) I = l,..., rl 
[ x(Z) - $1’ 1 < Pz ) I = rl + l,..., n. 
Let 
max 1 vCz) - x(Z) 1 + c1 . NV/“, I = l,..., r, 
l/~maxlRe(v(z’-x(z))l+l/~c,.Nfil~r +l 
1 ,***> 1 
r +r2 
dz max I Im(vCz) - x(Z))1 + 1/2 c1 * NV”, 
I = rl + r2 + l,..., 12, 
where the maximum is taken over all v E U, f 1 v. The constant c, depends 
on the field K only. Then 
f I ~(%>I” < 
j=l 
Nf TdJj ($j” jj (1 + wz*w’2)2, 
if Uz > cOW, I = l,..., n. 
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Proof. Choose v,, E U, 1 1 v,, such that vO has minimal distance from 
the center x. Consider the set lJ, which is obtained from U by the trans- 
lation x --+ x - vO : 
M, - ub"' < x(I) d (M, - ub"', + P,, I = l,..., rl 
/ $2) - (x(2’ - up)1 < P, ) 1 = r1 + l,..., n. 
Define b, = a,,+,O = a, for TV E CJO , f I cc. Then 
Hence, 1 S(x)] = 1 S,(x)/, and we apply Theorem 1 with the following 
numbers UI to estimate CF=, I S,,(X,)]~: 
i 
max 1 p”) 1 = max I iJz) - v(l) 
NU,.fl!J V~U.flU 0 1) 
I = l,..., rI 
~/nuz= d~p~f,ILIRep(z)l = ~iZ~“~~lRe(v(z)--~z))l, 
I = rl + l,..., r, + rn 
! 4 pear,, I Im p(I) I = 42 vmUa;y I Im(vu) - $i)], 1 = rl + r2 + l,..., 72. 
Because of / vu) - vi” j < / zAz) - x(I) j + j x(Z) - vi’) / one is interested 
in an estimate of I xu) - uf’ /. Let oil ,..., (Y, be a basis of the ideal 1. 
Certainly x is contained in one of the “meshes” of the lattice which is 
generated by 01~ ,..., LY, . Therefore, the distance of the points u. and x 
is less than the length of the longest diagonal of such a mesh: 
It is well known (see e.g., [4]) that there is a basis of the ideal f such that 
1 af’ 1 < c2 - Aw”, k, 1 = 1 ,..., n, 
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and c2 depends on the field K only. If we assume that the above given 
basis has this property we obtain 
IA (I’ - .t) / < ( 
f 1 x(0 - ,;t, ,2y2 < Cl * NV, 1 = l,..., n. 
Z=l 
Applying this estimate to the Us we have 
max 1 v (8’ - $1’ 1 + Cl * jjqll”, I = l,..., r, 
~~maxIRe(v(E)-xX’z))l 4 dk-N~;,rl+ 1,...,fl+r2 
d/2 max / Im(v(z) - xu))l + d/z c1 . NV”, 
I = t-1 + r* + I,..., n 
where the maximum is taken over all v E U, f 1 v. The right-hand sides 
of the inequalities coincide with the expressions given for the Uz* in the 
statement of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let Q > (A@, 
(Nf . / d I)-‘/” max 1 vcz) 1, I = I,..., r1 
V, = d/z (Nf * I d 1)-l/” max I Re vo) 1, I = r, + l,..., rl + r2 
2/T (Nf - 1 d 1)-l/” max I Im vo) /, 1 = r, + r2 + l,..., n, 
the maximum taken over all v E U, f I v. Then, 
ij- V, > cOQ2/*, I = I,..., n. 
Proof. Consider the set of all numbers p which occur in the left-hand 
double sum; more precisely: for each integral ideal q with Nq < Q 
consider a complete system of numbers p which are pairwise incongruent 
mod j5 such that (p) fb has denominator q, then form the union of these 
systems for all Nq < Q. It remains to be shown that these numbers are 
pairwise incongruent mod k . Let 
ai 
Pi=&$ (aj,qj)= 1, .i= L2andpl#p2ifq1=q2. 
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Denote the distance of p1 from ps by a: 
?L 
a2 = c ; p;E’ - p$” ,2 3 Iz . I’I I &II _ gt ,2 rt 
I=1 /=l 
> n(Nf / d / NqlNq2)-2i” 3 n(Nf 1 d i Q2)-zi’L I:, 0. 
This proves the desired result and shows, moreover, that we can choose 
8 = dn (Nf j d 1 Q2)-1;‘z. 
We must have Q > (1/Z)” to satisfy (12). Theorem 1 gives: 
This proves the theorem because of the definition of the U1 in Theorem 1. 
The restriction for the Vz follows immediately from the restriction for 
the UC and the special choice of 6. Theorems 2 and 3 imply immediately 
THEOREM 4. Let Q > (dZ)n and let U be the parallelotop dejined 
in Theorem 2. Define 
(Nf j d I)--lln max / vtz) - xCz) I + ca , I = l,..., rl 
2/z (Nf I d 1)-l’” max j Re(vCz) - x(l) ! + cg 2/2, 
vt* = I = rl + l,..., rl + r2 
16’ (Nf / d I)-“” max 1 Im(#) - x(l))l + cQ 2/T, 
I = rl + r2 + l,..., n 
where the maximum is taken as usual and c3 depends on the field K only. 
Then, 
& o,m;;,l. 1 %‘)I2 G Zr, I l/d I fi (Ql'- + (2vc*)192 
2=1 
if V,* >, c,,Q~/~, E = l,..., n. 
3. Theorems 3 and 4 and Lemma 4 imply 
THEOREM 5. Let Q > (+\/2)n. Suppose that a set H(p) of w(p) distinct 
residue classes mod p is given for each prime ideal p satisfying p { f and 
Np < Q (o(p) < Np). Let a, = 0 for v E U, f j v if v is contained in a set 
H(p) for at least one prime ideal p. 
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Then, 
A(Q) = C r2(dplj Npw'&,) . 
Nq<Q 
(cl,?)=1 
If U is the set defined in Theorem 2, then the estimate holds with I’,* 
instead of I’, where I’,* is defined in Theorem 4. The proof runs precisely 
the same way as in Montgomery’s paper [3]. 
The following consequence of Theorem 5 is of interest because it is an 
estimate of the Brun-Selberg sieve type. 
COROLLARY. Let Q 3 ( 4/2)n. Suppose that a fixed residue class mod p 
is given for each prime ideal p satisfying p r f and Np < Q. We obtain 
for the number Z of integers v E U, f / v which do not belong to any of the 
given residue classes 
Z < $$- l$ (Ql/” + (2 Vl)1/2)2 if V, > c,,Q2in . 
In this case 
&(Q) = c d@. 
N&Q dq) 
(q,f)=l 
If U is chosen as in Theorem 2 the estimate for Z holds with V,* instead 
of Vl . 
Proof. Put w(p) = 1 in Theorem 5; furthermore, 
-I 1 aV  if v does not belong to any of the given residue classes 0 otherwise. 
This choice of the a, implies: Z = 2, , and so the result follows from 
Theorem 5. 
LEMMA 5 (Halberstam). For Q > 1 holds 
c P.“(q) > 9(f) 
N&Q dq) 
H Nf {“K 1% Q + O(l);. 
(q.t)=l 
641/z/3-2 
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Proof. A (*) at the sum may indicate that the index of summation is 
relatively prime to f. 
where q(a) denotes the squarefree part of the ideal a. 
(b) To show: 
It suffices to assume that f is squarefree. We shall prove the inequality 
by mathematical induction with respect to the number of prime ideal 
divisors of f. The statement holds for f = (1). Suppose it holds for f; 
then we shall prove it for fp, p a prime ideal satisfying p +’ f. 
C (Na)-l = C* (Na)-l -Na;r (Na)-l 
N&Q Na<Q 
(a.tp)=l V-P 
= Nzz (Na>-’ - (Np)-l I* (Nb)-r 
N%Q/Nv 
2 (1 - 0+)-l) Na2E (W- C (Na)-“~ 
Na<Q 
the last inequality holds by induction hypothesis. 
(c) For Q > 1 holds 
NzQ (W-l = CLK log Q + O(1). 
The statement now follows from (a), (b) and this equation. 
Proof of Theorem 6. 
a) It is convenient to assume for the following computations: 
cpPlln < PI < CgP1ln, I = l,..., n (19) 
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c4 , cs depending on the field K only. If the PI do not obey inequalities (19) 
one can enforce (19) by multiplying the P, by a suitably chosen totally 
positive unit 7 E K (cf. [8], Hilfssatz 6): 
PL’ = 1 p I * P, ) I = l,..., It 
P = PI *.- p, = PI’ **a P,‘. 
With MS’ = T(~)M~ , I = l,..., r, we are faced by the following problem: 
We want to estimate the number B’ of integers w  satisfying 
w  = /3~ (mod f), (0) a prime ideal 
Mz’ < ca’z’ < M,’ + Pl’, Mz’ 3 0, I = l,..., r, 
1 u(Z) 1 < P$‘, I = f-1 + l,..., y1. 
We have (w) = (~7) and, therefore, B’ = B. Hence, we are allowed to 
omit the dashes at PL and M1 and can assume that (19) holds for the given 
numbers P1 and P. 
(b) Let Q 3 (2/z)“. The numbers o which we are looking for have the 
following properties: w  satisfies (7a) and (7b) and either 1 NW 1 = Np < Q, 
p 7 f or I No / = Np > Q, p r 1. Let us denote the number of the numbers 
w  with I NW j < Q by R(Q). In the second case holds that such a number 
w  is not divisible by any prime ideal p*, Np* < Q, p* f k. This number, 
therefore, is less than or equal to Z where 
Ml < w’l’ < Ml + P1, I = I,..., r1 w + O(mod p) 
z= co; 9 w = /3(mod I), for Np ,< Q, 
1 co(Z) j < PI ) 1 = r, + I,..., n pff,paprime 
ideal 
So we have: 
B < Z + R(Q). (20) 
We apply the corollary of Theorem 5 in order to estimate Z from above. 
Choose Q = (&)“‘(log -&-)-’ and replace the expression V,* by 
I (Nf I d I)-“” * 42, + ca , 
I = l,..., r, 
vl”* = 
d/z (Nf 1 d I)-‘/” . PI + c3 &, I = r, + l,..., n. 
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Q ;S (\/2)‘” and V,** > c,,Q~.~‘, 1 = l,..., !I, are satisfied if we choose 
G > c6 because of the inequalities (19); c6 depends on the field K only. 
Now we obtain from the corollary and Lemma 5: 
z< 
/ 4 I fi [[+-j1’2njlog+j-1’,i + (2V:*)q 
I 
P(f) 
Nf arc log ((y&j1’2(log &j-l) 7; 
x ; 1 + 0 ((log [[$jl’ztlog G&j’,,-‘j 1 
1 
< 2. 
23~ 
p 
aft I %a I . ?(f) log p_ 
11 + 0 ((log+j-l’n)l (21) 
Nf 
if -?- > c 
Nf ’ 6’ 
It is easily seen that this estimate also holds if 1 < ?- < c 
Nf ’ ” 
(c) It remains to estimate R(Q). The number of prime ideals p with 
Np < Q is 
O(Q) = 0 ((&)“‘(log A)-‘). 
Let w  be such that (0) = p, Np < Q and that (7a), (7b) are fulfilled. 
Then we have to estimate the number C(w) of units 7 with the properties 
7 E 1 (mod I) 
ML < pw’~’ < Aft + P, ) 1 = l,..., rl (22) 
1’1 (%o(l’ 1 < P, ) 1 = r, + l,..., n. 
If C(W) < C holds, then R(Q) = O(QC). Instead of estimating the 
number of units 7 satisfying 7 = 1 (mod f) and inequalities (22) we 
estimate the number of all units 17 which obey inequalities (22). Let 
5, 17 1 ,..*, ~7~ be fundamental units of the field K where 5 is a root of unity 
generating the cyclic group of w  roots of unity and where ~7~ ,..., rlr are 
fundamental units of infinite order, r = rl + r2 - 1. Then every unit q 
of K can be expressed uniquely by 
7 zzz &p...+, o<g<w, g, k, ,..., k, rational integers. 
We must have g = 0 if r1 >, 1 because w  obeys inequalities (7b), qw satis- 
fies inequalities (22) and M, >, 0, I = l,..., rI . It also suffices to estimate 
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the number of units q with g = 0 which satisfy (22) if r, = 0 because an 
estimate for all units with (22) is obtained if this number is multiplied by w. 
So we can assume for our purposes that 
7 = V$ +** 71:) k, ,..., kr rational integers. 
For the sake of simplicity we deal with the case of a totally real field only 
which implies r = n - 1. We obtain the same results in the case that 
there are complex fields among the conjugate fields, only the notation 
becomes somewhat more complicated. Taking logarithms in (22) and 
considering 1 N(q)\ = 1 furnishes 
1% 
MZ oo < k, log I 7:“’ I + a.- + k, log I rljl’ I < lois ($$ + -$j, 
1 = I,..., r 
The problem consists in estimating the number of r-tuples of rational 
integers (k, ,..., k,) which satisfy these inequalities. This problem can be 
interpreted as a lattice point problem in an r-dimensional space. The lattice 
is generated by the vectors 
(log I 7;’ I,..., log I 7:’ I), k = l,..., r 
and the volume of a mesh is given by the regulator R* of the field K. 
Let Y denote the volume of the set 
log g < x2 < 1% (3 + J&j, 1 = l,..., r 
--log ($F + &j < Xl + **- +x, < --logJ$. 
Then, the number of lattice points is O(V + 1). It is easily seen that 
V = O((log Py) if P > 2 and, therefore, C(w) = O((log P)“). This 
implies: 
R(Q) = 0 [(#z(log&j-l . (log P# 
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Combining the last estimate with (20), (21) we obtain: 
Condition (8) yields: 
(log PI’ (1% PI 
P 
= (log +1/n. 
i-1 
l/Z G (log p)r+1/n 
Nf 
This proves Theorem 6. 
Remark. We could impose the restriction Nl < P8, 0 < 6 < 1, on f and 
P instead of (8). This gives the better remainder term 06((log P)-‘1”) 
but the O-constant now depends on 6. It should be pointed out that (8) or 
the restriction just mentioned are required only for the estimation of the 
number of units satisfying (22). I was not able to avoid these restrictions 
even by a more careful estimate of this number which takes care of the 
condition 7 = 1 (mod I). 
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